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Abstract. Single chip processors with thousands of cores will be available in
the next ten years, and clouds of multicore processors afford the operating system designer thousands of cores today. The construction of operating systems
for manycore and cloud systems presents similar challenges. This work identifies
these shared challenges and introduces our solution: a factored operating system
(fos) designed to meet the scalability, faultiness, variability of demand, and programming challenges of OS’s for single-chip thousand-core manycore systems as
well as current day cloud computers. Current monolithic operating systems are
not well suited for manycores and clouds as they have taken an evolutionary approach to scaling, such as adding fine grain locks and redesigning subsystems.
However, these approaches do not increase scalability quickly enough.
fos addresses the OS scalability challenge by using a message passing design composed out of a collection of Internet-inspired servers. Each operating
system service is factored into a set of communicating servers which in aggregate implement a system service. These servers are designed much in the way
that distributed Internet services are designed, but instead provide traditional kernel services. Also, fos embraces the elasticity of cloud and manycore platforms
by adapting resource utilization to match demand. fos facilitates writing applications across the cloud by providing a single system image across both future
1000+ core manycores and current day Infrastructure as a Service cloud computers. In contrast, current cloud environments do not provide a single system image
and introduce complexity for the user by requiring different programming models for intra- vs inter-machine communication and requiring the use of non-OS
standard management tools.

1 Introduction
The next decade will bring single microprocessors containing hundreds, thousands, or
even tens of thousands of computing cores. Computational clusters and clouds built
out of these multicore microprocessors will offer unprecedented quantities of computational resources. Scaling operating systems, designing scalable internal OS data
structures, and managing these resources will be a tremendous challenge. Contemporary OS’s have been designed to run on a small number of reliable cores and are not
equipped to scale up to thousands of cores or tolerate frequent errors.
While manycore processors and cloud computing provide great opportunities, each
also presents many challenges to OS’s. Manycore processors are forcing OS’s to embrace parallelism in order to not become a performance bottleneck for the system. With
increasing transistor counts and shrinking transistor size, the probability of faults in
manycore systems is increasing. The increased likelihood of faults requires OS’s to

gracefully handle such faults. On cloud systems, some challenges for the system software include matching resources to the requested load and the sheer scale of resources
being managed. Developing applications for current cloud systems requires the developer to address more system level concerns than are required for programming traditional multiprocessor computers.
Upon close inspection, clouds and future manycore processors impose the same
challenges upon the OS. We identify four main challenges for future OS design: scalability, elasticity of demand, faults, and large system programming difficulty. This work
examines these challenges in both cloud and manycore systems. We raise the question
of how these challenges can be addressed in a unified manner by a single solution. fos
is a new OS designed to tackle these challenges while leveraging the potential of future
systems.
This work extends fos [20] to run on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud computers. We take the factored OS design and apply it to OS scalability challenges for current day multicore processors, future multicore/manycore processors, and IaaS Cloud
infrastructures built out of multicore processors. fos is being built as the first prototypical cloud-aware OS. Furthermore, it is designed to provide a single system image
across clusters and clouds built out of contemporary and future multicore microprocessors. This is in contrast to the current cloud solutions which require a cloud to be utilized
as set of distinct machines, each running its own OS instance. Also, by attacking the
scalability and manageability problem at the OS level, fos can support a broader range
of applications than existing automatic management frameworks. Current frameworks
(like those provided by RightScale [17]) only target specific application domains such
as web servers.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the challenges for OS design
brought on by manycore and cloud computing. Section 3 describes the design of fos.
Section 4 describes how fos’s design solves these challenges. We briefly describe fos’s
current implementation state in Section 5. And finally, Section 6 places fos in context
with previous systems.

2 Common Challenges
2.1

Scalability

The number of transistors which fit onto a single chip microprocessor is exponentially
increasing [14]. In the past, new hardware generations brought higher clock frequency,
larger caches, and more single stream speculation. Single stream performance of microprocessors has fallen off the exponential trend [4]. In order to turn increasing transistor resources into exponentially increasing performance, microprocessor manufacturers
have turned to integrating multiple processors onto a single die [21, 19]. On the other
hand, current OS’s were designed for single processor or small number of processor
systems. The current multicore revolution promises drastic changes in fundamental system architecture, primarily in the fact that the number of general-purpose schedulable
processing elements is drastically increasing. Therefore multicore OS’s need to embrace scalability and make it a first order design constraint. In our previous work [20],
we investigated the scalability limitations of contemporary OS design including: locks,
locality aliasing, and reliance on shared memory.

Concurrent with the multicore revolution, cloud computing and IaaS systems have
been gaining popularity. This emerging computing paradigm has a huge potential to
transform the computing industry and programming models [7]. The number of computers being added by cloud computing providers has been growing at a vast rate, driven
largely by user demand for hosted computing platforms. The resources available to a
given cloud user is much higher than is available to the non-cloud user. Cloud resources
are virtually unlimited for a given user, only restricted by monetary constraints. Example public clouds and IaaS services include Amazon’s EC2 [1] and Rackspace’s Cloud
Server [2]. Thus, it is clear that scalability is a major concern for future OS’s in both
single machine and cloud systems.
2.2 Elasticity of Demand
We define elasticity as the aspect of a system where parameters such as demand, workloads, and available resources change dynamically over time. By definition, manycore
systems provide a large number of general-purpose, schedulable cores. Furthermore,
the load on a manycore system translates into number of cores being used. Thus the
system must manage the number of live cores to match the demand of the user. For
example, in a 1,000-core system, the demand can require from 1 to 1,000 cores. Therefore, multicore OS’s need to manage the number of live cores in contrast to managing
whether a single core is used or idle.
In cloud systems, user demand can grow much larger than in the past. Additionally,
this demand is often not known ahead of time by the cloud user. It is often the case that
users wish to handle peak load without over-provisioning. In contrast to cluster systems
where the number of cores is fixed, cloud computing makes more resources available
on-demand than was ever conceivable in the past.
A major commonality between cloud computing and manycore systems is that the
demand is not static. Furthermore, the variability of demand is much higher than in
previous systems and the amount of available resources can be varied over a much
broader range in contrast to single-core or fixed-sized cluster systems.
2.3 Faults
Managing software and hardware faults is another common challenge for future manycores and cloud systems. In manycore systems, hardware faults are becoming more
common. As the hardware industry is continuously decreasing the size of transistors
and increasing their count on a single chip, the chance of faults is rising. With hundreds
or thousands of cores per chip, system software components must gracefully support
dying cores and bit flips. In this regard, fault tolerance in modern OS’s designed for
manycore is becoming an essential requirement.
In addition, faults in large-scale cloud systems are common. Cloud applications usually share cloud resources with other users and applications in the cloud. Although each
users’ application is encapsulated in a virtual container (for example, a virtual machine
in an EC2 model), performance interference from other cloud users and applications
can potential impact the quality of service provided to the application.
Programming for massive systems is likely to introduce software faults. Due to the
inherent difficulty of writing multithreaded and multiprocess applications, the likelihood of software faults in those applications is high. Furthermore, the lack of tools to
debug and analyze large software systems makes software faults hard to understand

Fig. 1. OS and application clients executing on
the fos-microkernel

Fig. 2. Anatomy of a system call on fos.

and challenging to fix. In this respect, dealing with software faults is another common
challenge that OS programming for manycores and cloud systems share.
2.4 Difficulty in Programming Large Systems
Contemporary OS’s which execute on multiprocessor systems have evolved from uniprocessor OS’s. This evolution was achieved by adding locks to the OS data structures.
There are many problems with locks, such as choosing correct lock granularity for performance, reasoning about correctness, and deadlock prevention. Ultimately, programming efficient large-scale lock-based OS code is difficult and error prone. Difficulties
of using locks in OS’s is discussed in more detail in [20].
Developing cloud applications composed of several components deployed across
many machines is a difficult task. The prime reason for this is that current Infrastructure
as a Service cloud systems impose an extra layer of indirection through the use of
virtual machines. Whereas on multiprocessor systems the OS manages resources and
scheduling, on cloud systems much of this complexity is pushed into the application by
fragmenting the application’s view of the resource pool.
Furthermore, there is not a uniform programming model for communicating within
a single multicore machine and between machines. The current programming model
requires a cloud programmer to write a threaded application to use intra-machine resources while socket programming is used to communicate with components of the
application executing on different machines.
Scalability, elasticity of demand, faults, and difficulty in programming large systems
are common issues for emerging manycore and cloud systems. In the remainder of this
paper we present the design of fos and demonstrate how it leverages the potential of
these emerging systems while solving these challenges.

3 Design of a Factored Operating System
In order to tackle 1,000-core processors and cloud computing data-centers, we propose a factored OS (fos) design. fos is an operating system which takes scalability and
adaptability as the first order design constraints. Unlike most previous OS’s where a
subsystem scales up to a given point beyond which the subsystem must be redesigned,
fos ventures to develop techniques and paradigms for OS services which scale from a
few to thousands of cores.
3.1 Design Principles
In order to achieve the goal of scaling over multiple orders of magnitude in core count,
fos uses the following design principles:

– Space multiplexing replaces time multiplexing.
• Scheduling becomes a layout problem not a time multiplexing problem.
• OS runs on distinct cores from applications.
• Spatially partitioned working sets; OS doesn’t interfere with application’s cache.
– OS is factored into function-specific services.
• Servers collaborate and communicate only via message passing.
• Servers are bound to a core.
• Applications communicate with servers via message passing.
• Servers leverage ideas from collaborating Internet servers.
– OS adapts resource utilization to changing system needs.
• Each service utilization is measured.
• Highly loaded system services are provisioned more cores.
• OS closely manages resources used.
– Faults are detected and handled by OS
• OS services are monitored by watchdog process.
• Name server reassigns communication channel on faults.
In the near future, we believe that the number of cores on a single chip or in a
cloud will be on the order of the number of active threads in the system. When this
occurs, the reliance on temporal multiplexing of resources will be removed. Thus, fos
replaces traditional time multiplexing with space multiplexing. By scheduling resources
spatially, traditional scheduling problems are transformed into layout and partitioning
problems.
Spatial multiplexing is taken further as fos is factored into function-specific services. Each system service is then distributed into a fleet of cooperating servers. All of
the different function-specific servers collaborate to provide a service, such as a file system. Each server is bound to a particular processor core and communicates with other
servers in the same service fleet via messaging only. When an application needs to access a service provided by the OS, the application messages the closest core providing
that service, found by querying the name server. Name lookups returned by the name
server are cached in the microkernel.
In order to build a scalable OS, fos servers are inspired by Internet servers. fos
servers leverage ideas such as extensive caching, replication, spatial distribution, and
lazy update, which have allowed Internet services to scale up to millions of users. Writing fos servers can be more challenging than writing traditional shared memory OS
subsystems. We believe that the shared-nothing, message-passing-only approach will
encourage OS developers to think carefully about what data is being shared, which will
ultimately lead to more scalability.
A factored OS environment is composed of three main components: (i) a thin microkernel; (ii) a set of servers which together provide system services which we call
the OS layer, and (iii) applications which use these services. The lowest level of software management comes from the microkernel. A portion of the microkernel executes
on each processor core. The microkernel controls access to resources (protection), provides a communication API and code spawning API to applications and system service
servers, and maintains a name cache used internally to determine the location (physical machine and core number) of the destination of messages. Applications and system

Fig. 3. Servers on differing machines message eachother by having messages proxied over Ethernet

servers execute on separate cores on top of the microkernel which runs on every core.
See Figure 1.
fos is a full-featured OS which provides many services to applications, such as
resource multiplexing, management of system resources such as cores, memory, and
input-output devices, abstraction layers such as file-systems and networking, and application communication primitives. In fos, this functionality is provided by the OS layer,
which is composed of fleets of function-specific servers. Each OS function is provided
by one or more servers. Each server of the same type is a part of a function-specific
fleet. Naturally there are differing fleets for different functions. For instance there is a
fleet which manages physical memory allocation, a fleet which manages the file system
access, and a fleet which manages process scheduling and layout. Each server executes
solely on a dedicated processor core. Servers communicate only via the messaging interface provided by the microkernel layer.
fos provides the ability for applications to have shared memory if the underlying
hardware supports it. The OS layer does not internally use shared memory, but rather
uses explicit message based communication. When an application requires OS services,
the underlying communication mechanism is via microkernel messaging. While messaging is used as the communication mechanism, a more traditional system call interface is exposed to the application writer. A small translation library (shown in Figure 2)
is used to turn system calls into messages from application to an OS layer server.
Applications and OS layer servers act as peers. Both run on top of the fos microkernel and communicate via the fos microkernel messaging API. The fos microkernel
does not differentiate between applications and OS layer servers executing under it.1
Figure 1 has a conceptual model of applications and the OS layer, as implemented by
fleets of servers.
In the cloud, fos provides a uniform naming and messaging interface across clouds
of multicore processors. Messaging a neighboring core is the same as messaging a
core on a different machine. The name server takes care of much of the complexity
of determining where a resource resides. When a message is sent between machines,
the local name server identifies a cloud message proxy server as the destination of a
message. The local cloud message proxy server packages up the message and sends it
via the network interface to the required machine where the message is un-encapsulated
and sent to the recipient server as shown in Figure 3.
1

Some exceptions must be made for fundamental services, such as the name service and spawning service.

4 fos Solution
4.1 Scalability
To enable applications and the OS to scale, fos incorporates several approaches. First,
the OS is factored by service being provided, as described in the previous section. By
factoring by system service, scalability is increased because each service can run independently. After factoring by service, each service is factored again into a fleet of
spatially distributed, potentially replicated, servers. Each server within a fleet executes
on its own core thereby increasing the parallelism available. By spatially distributing
system servers, locality can be exploited by both reducing communication cost and increasing data access locality.
A given OS service is composed of multiple replicated servers, collectively known
as a fleet. Within each fleet, new servers can be added or removed to allow for service
load to scale up or down. A fleet of servers communicates amongst themselves via message passing. Differing approaches are used to increase the system service throughput.
For example the physical page allocation service can divide the pages based off the
address across the fleet or separate page allocation servers can allocate from the same
pool by using a consensus protocol.
Applications and the OS have largely different working sets. To address this problem and avoid implicitly sharing hardware structures such as caches and translation
lookaside buffers (TLBs), fos executes the OS on separate processing cores from the
application. Also, different portions of the OS are factored apart such that different OS
working sets do not interfere in implicitly accessed data structures.
To facilitate scaling across the cloud, fos’s messaging API provides a transparent
communication mechanism. The messaging API is transparent with respect to whether
a message’s destination is on the same machine or on a different machine. As a result,
it is easy to move OS services to different machines as needed. Furthermore, fos is
designed to manage multiple machines thereby enabling the scaling up of an OS across
the cloud. OS data structures contain metadata of not only which core a resource resides
on, but also which machine. fos’s OS APIs contain core and machine specifiers thereby
enabling an OS server on one machine to manage the resources for cores on a different
machine.
4.2 Elasticity of Demand
Architectural features such as disabling cores, frequency scaling, low power modes,
and provisioning VMs provide several different options for configuring cores. As the
optimal decision for these parameters depends on a global view of the system, the OS is
generally responsible for setting these parameters. First, fos solves elasticity of demand
by dynamically varying the overall number of cores utilized. Second, fos dynamically
allocates an optimal number of cores to system servers in an on-demand basis. Each of
the OS services provides a feedback mechanism to the scheduler. The scheduler uses
the feedback from several system services and application load to make an informed decision about how to adapt the system. In particular, the scheduler may decide to spawn
more servers if a particular system service is under heavy load, or reduce the number under light load. Feedback about communication patterns will allow the scheduler to make
informed decisions about process migration to co-locate processes with a high amount
of communication. Likewise the adaptability of fos’s scheduler allows it to co-locate

Fig. 4. fos provides a single system image across all the cloud nodes. Two snapshots in time
demonstrate how changing demand by the application is handled by provisioning different numbers of VMs to grow and shrink cloud resources as needed.

processes with their data based on access patterns. Migration is particularly beneficial
when it reduces high-latency communication costs as in the multi-machine case. For
example, migrating communicating processes on separate machines onto one machine
can reduce the communication overhead between the communicating processes.
In addition, fos addresses elasticity of demand by providing a single system image
OS which can grow and shrink across several machines. Figure 4 demonstrates fos’s
single system image and dynamic resources acquisition and release in the cloud. By
using a single system image, fos is able to gain a more coherent and global view of
the entire system when compared to batch or cluster administration systems. It accomplishes this by having OS system services communicate across machine boundaries.
Also, by allowing communication of other machines’ metadata so readily, the OS is
able to make an informed decision about load balancing and process migration.
4.3

Faults

fos is designed to be fault tolerant by using feedback from running servers to detect fault
occurrences and takes advantage of the replicated design to recover from such faults.
The basic idea is similar to a watchdog timer in that the monitor is expecting a periodic
message identifying the server as running properly. When one of these messages is not
received, the server is assumed to have faulted and a recovery action is taken. This
design provides a common mechanism for handling both hardware and software faults.
Once the system has detected a fault, fos can recover from this fault as follows.
First, a new server is spawned and joins the fleet taking over responsibility for the
resources and computation previously assigned to the faulting server. Next, the name
server is updated to route messages destined for the old server to the new server. This
scenario allows the fos fault recovery technique to be transparent to any application
or system server. In addition to fault detection and recovery, the fos factored design
promotes fault-containment in the system by isolation each fault within its faulty server.
Therefore, fos is built out of replicated servers in order to make replacing a faulting
server similar to adding a server to a fleet. In the cloud, it is common for a whole

machine to fail. fos’s fault detection and recovery can eventuality extend to address this
scenario as well.
4.4 Difficulty in Programming Large Systems
fos is a cloud-aware OS that provides a single system image for cloud applications.
fos simplifies programmability and allows cloud applications to use the power of cloud
computing by handling the dynamic nature of cloud workloads. Unlike traditional cloud
and cluster systems, fos provides a single system image to the application. This means
that fos maintains an abstract application interface of a single machine while it implements this interface across several machines in the cloud. Furthermore, the OS dynamically decides how to distribute the set of applications and system servers across various
machines in the cloud.
Many traditional parallel applications use a fixed number of threads or processes,
defined as a parameter at the start of the application. The number of threads to use is often decided by the user in an effort to fully use the parallel resources of the system or to
meet peak demand of a particular service. In contrast, fos uses a replicated server model
which allows additional processing units to be dynamically added during runtime, allowing the system to achieve a better utilization for dynamic workloads and alleviates
many scaling problems from user concerns.

5 fos Progress
fos has been implemented as a Xen para-virtualized machine (PVM) OS. We decided
to implement fos as a PVM OS in order to support the cloud computing goals of this
project, as this allows us to run fos on the EC2 and Eucalyptus cloud infrastructure [15].
It also simplifies the driver model as the Xen PVM interface abstracts away many of
the details of particular hardware. fos and its underlying design does not require a hypervisor but our implementation uses a hypervisor out of convenience. fos is currently a
multitasking multiprocessor OS executing on real x86 64 hardware. We have a working
microkernel, messaging layer, naming layer, protected memory management, a spawning interface, a basic system server, and we are now expanding our collection of system
servers. We have a working cloud message proxy server and can spawn communicating
fos VMs via Eucalyptus on our test cluster.
Some preliminary results have been gathered comparing system call time in fos and
Linux. On our systems under Xen, a null system call (getpid) for Linux averages
1,789 cycles. Under fos, a null system call averages 20,031 cycles. Note that these
numbers represent a wholly unoptimized messaging system in fos. A key component of
future work is performance optimizations to make fos competitive with Linux in these
basic metrics.

6 Related Work
There are several classes of systems which have similarities to fos: traditional microkernels, distributed OS’s, and cloud computing infrastructure.
Traditional microkernels include Mach [3] and L4 [12]. fos is designed as a microkernel and extends the microkernel design ideas. However, it is differentiated from
previous microkernels in that instead of simply exploiting parallelism between servers
which provide different functions, this work seeks to distribute and parallelize within

a server for a single high-level function. fos also exploits the “spatialness” of massively multicore processors by spatially distributing servers which provide a common
OS function.
Like Tornado [11] and K42 [5], fos explores how to parallelize microkernel-based
OS data structures. They are differentiated from fos in that they require SMP and
NUMA shared memory machines instead of loosely coupled single-chip massively
multicore machines and clouds of multicores. Also, fos targets a much larger scale
of machine than Tornado/K42. The recent Corey [9] OS shares the spatial awareness
aspect of fos, but does not address parallelization within a system server and focuses
on smaller configuration systems. Also, fos is tackling many of the same problems as
Barrelfish [8] but fos is focusing more on how to parallelize the system servers as well
as addresses the scalability on chip and in the cloud.
fos bears much similarity to distributed OS’s such as Amoeba [18], Sprite [16],
and Clouds [10]. One major difference is that fos communication costs are much lower
when executing on a single massive multicore, and the communication reliability is
much higher. Also, when fos is executing on the cloud, the trust model and fault model
is different than previous distributed OS’s where much of the computation took place
on student’s desktop machines.
fos differs from existing cloud computing solutions in several aspects. Cloud (IaaS)
systems, such as Amazon’s Elastic compute cloud (EC2) [1], provide computing resources in the form of virtual machine (VM) instances and Linux kernel images. fos
builds on top of these virtual machines to provide a single system image across an IaaS
system. With the traditional VM approach, applications have poor control over the colocation of the communicating applications/VMs. Furthermore, IaaS systems do not
provide a uniform programming model for communication or allocation of resources.
Cloud aggregators such as RightScale [17] provide automatic cloud management and
load balancing tools, but they are application-specific, whereas fos provides these features in an application agnostic manner. Platform as a service (PaaS) systems, such
as Google AppEngine [6] and MS Azure [13], represent another cloud layer which
provides APIs that applications can be developed on. PaaS systems often provide automatic scale up/down and fault-tolerance as features, but are typically language-specific.
fos tries to provide all these benefits in an application- and language- agnostic manner.

7 Conclusion
Cloud and manycore systems share several fundamental challenges with respect to the
operating system. In this paper, we have presented a unified operating system solution
to common challenges in both systems. Our operating system, fos, is inspired by the
Internet where OS services are factored into different servers communicating via messages. We outlined the design principles of our system and demonstrated how fos’s
design addresses the challenges.
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